In this paper we describe the formal derivation of a transportation scheduling algorithm. The algorithm is based on the concepts of global search and constraint propagation and was originally derived using Kids (Kestrel Interactive Development System). The emphasis in this paper is on clarity of the overall derivation and on expressing concepts at a level of abstraction that permits signi cant reuse of concepts, laws, inference patterns, etc.
Introduction
This paper describes the formal derivation of a transportation scheduling algorithm. The algorithm is based on the concepts of global search and constraint propagation and has been derived using KIDS (Kestrel Interactive Development System) 8, 10, 12] . There are several reasons for focusing on the derivation of scheduling algorithms. First, scheduling is an important and di cult problem. Tremendous bene ts arise from having good scheduling algorithms, because scheduling is concerned with the e cient use of scarce resources in carrying out the complex activities of an organization. Unfortunately, many practical scheduling problems are NP-hard, so it is unlikely that there are solution methods that are both general and e cient. The intrinsic combinatorial di culty of scheduling practically requires heuristic algorithms for solving large-scale problems { optimal schedules can only be obtained for problems involving tens or hundreds of activities. Yet the suboptimal schedules produced by most schedulers means that time, money, and resources are wasted. Second, the formal derivation of e cient scheduling algorithms is challenging and has forced us to generalize our previously developed theory of global search and to develop new techniques for deriving constraint propagation code 12] . The transportation scheduling problem treated in this paper was an early version of several schedulers developed by Kestrel for various organizations (e.g. 3] ). KIDS has been used to generate some schedulers that are dramatically faster than comparable currently deployed schedulers. Other schedulers have been developed that handle constraints that have not previously been handled. The emphasis in this paper is on clarity of the overall derivation and on expressing concepts at a level of abstraction that permits signi cant reuse (e.g. of theories, concepts, laws, and inference patterns). This derivation di ers from previous ones 10, 12] in several ways. First, global search is presented in terms of operations on sets, rather than on representations of sets (cf. 7]), thereby simplifying and clarifying the presentation. Second, the speci cation of the scheduling problem makes use of higher-order functions and predicates, thereby revealing common structure between 1 INTRODUCTION 2 the constraints in the postcondition. We found that a small collection of higher-order predicates accounts for almost all common constraints arising in our scheduling applications. Furthermore, these predicates have simple laws and regular patterns of inference with respect to calculating propagation code.
Example 1 Transportation scheduling: Transportation scheduling is an extremely rich application domain with a plethora of variations and complications. It turns out, however, that for the purposes of our conceptual presentation the following simpli ed instance covers many principal aspects: We are given a set of cargo items, the \movement requirements", and we have to schedule trips (of airplanes, or ships, etc.) for their transportation between two given sites. Each cargo item has a time when it is available at the earliest, and a time when it is due at the latest. These two times determine the \start window" of the movement. The trips have a certain (round-trip) duration and a limited capacity. These requirements are informally summarized in Figure 1. (A more precise { and thus longer { formalization is given in Figure 16 In this paper algebraic speci cations are used to present datatypes, application domain theories, problem theories, and algorithm theories (cf. 9]). In Section 2.1 we present basic speci cations for various datatypes, and in Section 2.2 a speci cation for the concepts and constraints of our transportation scheduling problem. In Section 2.3 we specify a simple theory of problems, and in Section 4 an enumeration theory from which a form of global search theory can be composed. In Section 3 we describe the notion of global search as a method for enumerating a set and show how to derive a scheduler by driving problem constraints into the enumerator of the output type. Driving constraints into an enumerator results in an enumerator of a smaller set whose elements satisfy the constraints by construction. One particularly di cult class of constraints results in the use of constraint propagation code in the enumerator (Section 3.5). The derivation presented here takes less than 10 minutes to perform on KIDS. The user interactively applies an algorithm design tactic to the scheduling speci cation, and applies a small number of optimizing transformations to the developing algorithm. The resulting algorithm is expressed in the Re ne language and is compiled into CommonLisp. More than 70 applications have been developed using KIDS, most of which were not scheduling problems. Almost all the work required in these examples lies in specifying the concepts and laws of the application domain. In an unfamiliar domain, this involves learning about the domain and interacting with domain experts. This domain modeling is a necessary and irreducible aspect of (formal approaches to) software engineering. The scheduling domain theory for the simple problem presented here evolved over a period of several months. Part of the di culty on specifying an application domain lies in providing the laws necessary for e ective inference in the domain. Basic axioms alone do not su ce and often it is only after experimentation that the domain modeler can develop the higher-level lemmas needed by the theorem-prover to generate useful results. Current work at Kestrel is focused on building libraries of scheduling-speci c theories that can be reused in specifying new scheduling applications.
ALGEBRAIC FRAMEWORK FOR PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 3 Algebraic Framework for Problems and Solutions
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two aspects to our presentation: On the one side there is the conceptual modeling of our approach to global search and in particular to scheduling, and on the other side there is the technical representation of the various concepts that are used in the approach. In this section we brie y comment on the latter. We use a uni ed algebraic approach for specifying our application problems as well as for representing the algorithm theories and strategies that are used for the derivation of solutions. Program development then is mainly based on suitable compositions of speci cation diagrams taken from a library. Since we are mainly interested in the presentation of concepts, we do not want to be overly hampered by technicalities. Therefore we use a relatively free-style notation, which is however, strongly in uenced by the languages Opal 1 and Slang 2 .
Speci cation of Data Types
In this paper we are mainly concerned with two data types, namely pairs and maps. Therefore we brie y give their de nitions in Figures 2 and 3 . The notation should be mostly self-explanatory. 3 The type declaration for pair in Figure 2 Figure 2 : Speci cation of pairs Figure 3 presents an excerpt from the speci cation of the data structure Map. In this structure, maps are built up using the composition operator , starting from from singleton maps a 7 ! b]. For simplicity we restrict ourselves here to a variant, where composition is only allowed for maps with disjoint domains. This allows us to make composition not only associative but also commutative.
Higher-order predicates on maps
For our approach to global-search algorithms we need a number of predicates on maps that are best expressed by way of higher-order functions. They are collected in the speci cation Map-Predicates in Figure 4 . 
Speci cation of the Scheduling Problem
The above speci cation technique is not only suited for describing data structures in a highly abstract fashion, but it can equally well be used to specify programming tasks to be solved. Figure 5 contains a formal speci cation of the transportation scheduling problem that was informally described in Figure 1 in the Introduction. This formal speci cation is given in terms of traditional pre-and postconditions. The postcondition is based on ve predicates that are imported from the speci cation Scheduling-Basics (see Figure 16 ).
The predicate Fit says that the start time of a trip must conform to the start window of all its cargo items as determined by availability and due time. The predicate Sep says that successive trips must be su ciently separated to allow for the round-trip duration. The predicate Cap simply says that the load of every trip cannot exceed the vessel's capacity. The predicate Fleet says that only available vessels from the given eet can be used. Finally, the predicate Complete requires that all cargo to be moved is actually moved (and nothing else).
Note that we use an in x notation for set comprehension: fpg speci es the (possibly in nite) set of all elements x, for which the predicate p(x) holds. (This also motivates the Currying of the predicate Post). The last axiom in Figure 5 speci es the Scheduling function in terms of its preand post-conditions. In order not to interrupt the course of the paper too much at this point we defer the formal presentation of these ve predicates to the places where they are actually used. For easier reference the full speci cation is listed in Figure 16 in the Appendix.
Development Libraries
From a technical point of view, the core of the method is a library of prede ned theories about problem structure and problem-solving methods, together with means for applying them to concrete problems. These theories are essentially represented in the same manner as the concrete problem speci cations. An elementary theory of Problem structure is presented in Figure 6 . It is mainly used for \gluing together" more interesting theories and speci cations. A \problem" is viewed as the task of implementing a function that is speci ed by its pre-and postcondition. For the purpose of this paper we consider only set-valued functions, that is, functions that meet speci cations of the kind \return the set of all elements, for which . . . holds". axm Pre(Cargo) ) Scheduling(Cargo) = fPost(Cargo)g Again, the notation should be self-explanatory. On the level of abstraction chosen in this paper the keywords specification and theory can be considered as synonyms. Another elementary theory is Enumeration-Theory described in Section 4. Actually it is a family of theories that formalize the structure necessary for enumerating sets. On the basis of such elementary theories we can build up more interesting theories, such as global search theory. And on top of these we may then formulate standard implementations. This way we can provide a library of standard solutions for various classes of problems.
Example 2 As illustrated in Figure 7 , the library contains a diagram that expresses the following fact: The theory Problem is based on some range type R. When this type is an instance of the enumeration theory ET R], then we actually have a global-search problem, de ned by the theory GS-Pr. For this kind of theory we possess a standard implementation GS-Imp. Moreover, the library contains the fact that the type Map is an instance of the enumeration theory ET map].
When we are confronted with a concrete programming task | such as the transportation scheduling introduced above | we may analyze whether it is an instance of the Problem theory, and whether Applying global-search theory to the scheduling problem its underlying range type is an instance of the enumeration theory ET. For the example of the scheduling task this is indeed the case (as illustrated in Figure 7 ). Now the proper \overlaying" of the diagram resulting from the analysis with the diagrams from the library yields the nal solution for the given task (see again Figure 7 ). This overlaying in general requires the veri cation of a number of \applicability conditions". There are many strategic decisions that a programmer has to make; in particular, which theories shall be used and what kinds of overlaying shall take place. These decisions are often triggered by the analysis and veri cation of the given constraints. Note: There is a wealth of theoretical considerations concerning the kinds of diagrams, that is, the kinds of speci cations and morphisms that are used here, as well as the means for their composition. We refer the reader to the pertinent literature on SpecWare 4 This dichotomy is well known for a long time in recursion (removal) theory. The traditional example for its illustration is the factorial function, which can either be programmed by a loop : : :i := 0; z := 1; while i < n do i := i + 1; z := z i od; : : :
that proceeds upward from 0 to n, or by the two equations
The latter version is directly supported in modern functional languages. Although these versions are equivalent, the latter is generally regarded as more elegant, and to be preferred. On the basis of these observations, we feel that modeling in terms of search spaces is more abstract than \upward enumeration" of partial solutions and therefore better suited for describing our conceptual approach. This abstract modeling gives us, in particular, the freedom to defer committment to speci c representations. For instance, we may work with \the space of all time points in a given interval" throughout a development and commit to the representation by its two end points only towards the end of the derivation process. In the remainder of this section we elaborate on this abstract view in more detail.
A General Notion of Search Spaces
The standard representation for sets uses a base set and a constraint, formally written fx 2 S j C(x)g, where S is the base set and the predicate C is the constraint. We will mostly use a functionalprogramming notation here:
S . C to be read as \S ltered by C". Three views are possible for this construction:
Semantical view: S .C = fx 2 S j C(x)g is a normal set, viz. that subset of S, which comprises exactly those elements of S which ful l the predicate C.
Operational view: S . C means that we have to explicitly enumerate S and then send its elements through the ltering predicate C. 4 Technically, these two views are related by a formal program transformation known as function inversion. As mentioned before, there is no need to prematurely commit to one of these views. All our considerations work with any of them. It is only towards the end of a development that we have to actually choose a representation (even though in practice some of the earlier development steps may already be geared towards an intended representation). Note: Finding for a given set a clever separation into a base set and a constraint generally is the clue for obtaining e ciency! For instance, if the set to be represented is \the prime numbers between 40 and 50", then the best representation is the list h41; 43; 47i. But if the set is \the prime numbers between 1 000 and 100 000, then a better choice usually is the interval 1 000::100 000] | represented simply by its two endpoints | and the predicate prime as the constraint. Of course, we employ all the standard operations on sets, in particular union` ' and disjoint unioǹ ]'.
SEARCH SPACES (WITH CONSTRAINTS)

General Rules for Constrained Sets
There are a number of simple and straightforward rules that are the basis for transforming programs over constrained sets. These are collected in Figure 8 (The use of the wildcard symbol`' in ( 2 S 0 ) is a shorthand for the lambda notation ( x : x 2 S 0 )).
Note: The last law CS 7 is, of course, a triviality. But in practice it can e ect considerable gains in e ciency when the representations of C and C 0 are well-chosen. In the next sections we will consider special rules for constrained sets that are customized to speci c data structures. But before we do this, we will brie y review the relation of such constrained spaces to our methodology.
Getting Smaller Search Spaces
Search spaces usually are huge, maybe even in nite. There are two ways to make them smaller.
Reducing a search space means to eliminate elements from the base set which are known to violate the constraint C (see Figure 9 ). This means 3 SEARCH SPACES (WITH CONSTRAINTS) { The splitting often enables new reductions for the subspaces. { Reduction can obviously be viewed as splitting into two subspaces, one of which only contains infeasible elements and therefore can be pruned away. However, there is a more useful view: reduction corresponds to the e ect of adding a conjunction of constraints, and splitting corresponds to the e ect of adding a disjunction of constraints.
{ Even though the subspaces need not be disjoint, this property is desirable for reasons of e ciency. If they are not, then memoization techniques may still help to obtain su ciently fast algorithms.
From a methodological point of view reduction is generally good, because it makes the problem smaller and thus subsequent computations more e cient. By contrast, splitting is bad, because it generally introduces backtracking and thus exponential growth of computation costs. Therefore we have as a rule of thumb: Do as much reduction as possible before any splitting takes place. Remark: As mentioned earlier, there is a duality between \search spaces" on the one side and \partial solutions" on the other side. Hence, splittings and reductions of search spaces are dual to enumerations and extensions of their representations. Therefore we keep to the more common terminology of \enumeration theories" even though we actually work with splittings and reductions of search spaces.
Spaces of Pairs (Enumeration Theories for Pairs)
Sets of pairs are built using the classical construct of the direct product A B. This operator, moreover, distributes nicely over set union. This is described in the speci cation Pair-Spaces in Figure 11 . Representation view: We consider` ' (in analogy to`.' above) as a type constructor.
Usually it will be reasonable to start a development using the type-constructor view and to change at some point in time to the enumeration-function view. (This can also be seen in our treatment of the scheduling problem below.) In connection with constraints we obtain similarly simple properties, as is illustrated in Figure 12 . Note that they hold, of course, both for the operational view and the constructor view. As we will see later on, such laws provide the basis for inductive enumeration algorithms. 
Spaces of Maps (Enumeration Theories for Maps)
Maps are a very rich structure. Therefore we obtain a much greater variety of operations and properties for the creation, splitting, and constraining of spaces.
Speci cation of Map Spaces
Our task is to describe search spaces consisting of maps. We do this by introducing a number of functions in the speci cation Map-Spaces in Figure 13 . Note that these functions in general produce in nite sets. 
Constraint Rules for Map Spaces
There are very close relationships between the above space descriptors and the constraining predicates for maps introduced in Figure 4 . These relationships are collected in the speci cation Map-Constraints in Figure 14 . Note that all properties (except, of course, for A1) hold analogously for total maps. Moreover, property A4 holds analogously for pointwise-on-domain and for pointwise-on-range. Similarly, A5 holds also for pairwise-on-domain and for pairwise-on-range. These properties actually enable a promotion of constraints and thus a reduction of search spaces, which can dramatically improve the e ciency of the resulting algorithms. Hence, the theorems in Map ? Constraints are the foundation of our approach to scheduling.
Application to the Scheduling Problem
The scheduling task is de ned in Figure 5 as Scheduling(Cargo) = fPost(Cargo)g. This means that we have as our initial search space the \universe" of all maps from movements to trips. To this universe we then apply the postcondition as constraining lter. Therefore this constraint can be eliminated by virtue of the property A2. We also apply the simple rule for constraining pairs mentioned in Figure 12 . Therefore this constraint can be eliminated by virtue of the property A3 and A4. 5 The full speci cation of all ve constraining predicates is listed in Figure 16 in This concludes the easy part. The remaining two lters require the essential work.
Fixpoint Calculation for Constraints
The lter Sep is de ned as follows. This lter exhibits two kinds of complications:
First, due to the pairwise-on-range lter it establishes dependencies across multiple entries of the map. Second, the sep predicate corresponds to a system of inequations which are solvable by xpoint iteration. To get a better understanding of the pertinent formal de nitions, let us consider the situation informally rst. As far as the constraint Sep is concerned, the relevant situations are of the following kind:
: : : ; m i 7 ! hv ; t i i ; : : : ; m j 7 ! hv ; t j i ; : : :] where m i and m j are movements, v is a vessel, and t i and t j are start times. Since both movements shall go on the same vessel, they have to obey the constraint (where rt is short for roundtrip) (t i = t j ) _ (t j t i ? rt) _ (t i + rt t j ) :
Since we are still working on the level of whole search spaces, we do not yet have individual start times t i and t j , but rather whole sets (that is, intervals) T i and T j of possible start times. So the Sep constraint actually becomes a constraint on intervals: KIDS uses a theorem-prover to support the derivation of inequalities from constraints. Often the derivation is simple and automatic; sometimes the user must supply lemmas to help the prover. See 12] for more details on the derivation of propagation code.
Constraints on Inverse Maps
The second truly complex constraint is Cap. It is de ned as follows: This constraint imposes again dependencies across several map entries. However, it can be relatively easily transformed into a simple \pointwise" constraint. All we have to do is to choose a particular (\inverted") representation for our maps: A map a 1 7 ! b 1 ; : : : ; a n 7 ! b n ] can be represented in a form which associates a whole set of domain elements to every range element. 
Representing Schedules
The previous two subsections have suggested re nements to the maps that we are using to represent schedules. In Section 3.5 there is a need to readily enumerate over pairs of trips that are immediate predecessors. Section 3.6 suggests the need to represent the schedule as an inverse map, collecting all the movement requirements on a given trip. These two requirements can be met by re ning schedule into maps from vessels to sequences of trips: map vessel ; sequence(trip0)] where trip0 == (start : time ; load : set Cargo]). The sequence of trips associated with each vessel allows easy enumeration of adjacent pairs of trips, and trip0 directly represents the load of a trip to ease the checking of the Cap constraint. This data structure, which is used in the KIDS derivation, is more complex to work with during the derivation (in terms of the necessary laws and inferences), but is more e cient with respect to propagation operations.
Operational View of Enumeration Theories
In the previous sections we have performed algebraic developments which essentially derived new equations from given speci cations. Now we want to show that these developments indeed lead to constructive algorithms.
Set-theoretic Equations as Recursive Programs
We claim that the equational speci cations of our various functions actually entail operational implementations as a borderline case. To illustrate this claim, let us consider the following equalities that are directly derivable from the speci cation Map This e ect can be used in order to do \goal-directed" equational reasoning. That is, we transform certain terms into other syntactic forms which are semantically equivalent but entail | under a lazy interpretation | a di erent and hopefully more e cient computation.
Accumulator Transformations
For some of the subsequent considerations we have to brie y review a well-known transformation technique that sheds more light on the comments made at the beginning of Section 3. The essential prerequisite is an associative function like our composition operator`' for maps. Then we can convert a recursive function of the kind where we again take the liberty of applying the operator to single maps as well. This latter form shows quite clearly how the elements of our search spaces are built up incrementally { this is what we referred to as \partial solutions" in Section 3.
Strategies (Heuristics)
The e ects of the above considerations can be utilized by the programmer to realize design strategies. To see this, let us consider again our scheduling example. After the rst two steps we had arrived at the following version: Cargo (1) and (2) indicate decision points:
At point (1) we determine the order in which the movement requirements are handled. Based on the consideration in Section 3.5 it is advisable to choose the cargo items in ascending order of latest start times. This way the transitivity criterion mentioned in Section 3.5 is more easily met. This heuristic is trivially implemented by representing the cargo items as an ordered list such that the cargo c in the splitting expression c ] Crg always is the rst element in the order. At point (2) we have to choose a suitable vessel. However, in order to see possible decisions we rst have to apply the accumulator transformation mentioned above. This means that we { Either we try to choose a vehicle v that already appears in M. This strategy will tend to generate schedules that use a relatively small number of vessels. It therefore should be chosen when the minimization of the required eet is the objective function. This can be trivially implemented by representing Fleet as an ordered list such that the splitting Fleet = v ] Flt always refers to the same vessel v. { Alternately, we try to choose vessels according to earliest availability regardless of whether they occurs in M. This strategy will tend to keep the overall time short because it utilizes the whole available eet for transportation. The implementation is here slightly more intricate. But in connection with the inverse-map representation that we need for the constraint Cap in Section 3.6 anyway the necessary information is quite readily available.
These examples su ce to illustrate the interplay between the general development pattern and individual strategic decisions by the programmer, leading to heuristic guidance of the search process.
Enumeration Theories
The general concept of enumeration theories allows us to e ectively construct new sets from given sets, provided that the given sets are e ectively enumerable as well. Technically we have to distinguish various cases, in which the new set is constructed from one or two or three . . . given sets. For instance, the enumeration of the set of all sequences over a given set A is given by a one-set enumeration theory. Our examples of pair spaces and map spaces are instances of two-set enumeration theories, so we consider such a theory here (see Figure 15 ). In this speci cation the property Constructive means that the operator is e.g. the union operator ' or`]', or some kind of map or reduce morphism as used by R. Bird and L. Meertens 2, 4] . In our two applications we have the following instances:
For pairs, both` 1 ' and` 2 ' are`]'. For maps,` 1 ' is`', and` 2 ' is`]'.
One could actually lift the abstraction one level higher by basing the whole enumeration concept on some kind of \constructive" partial orders. However, we refrain from going into more technical details here because the overall paradigm should have become evident from the extended treatment of the scheduling problem.
Conclusion
The derivation of this scheduling algorithm in Kids proceeds at a lower level and hence is more di cult to understand. It also makes use of many more rules. However, the resulting code runs orders of magnitude faster than comparable schedulers 
